Dear all,

Inspiration, driving knowledge, logical thinking and life skills help with developing agents of change who are self aware and socially conscious. Know all the different ways in which we help create change agents.

Our goal is to ‘BE AND CREATE CHANGE AGENTS’ in all our communities.

Change Agents are groups in our hubs who are committed to their own transformation, the transformation of others in the group and the transformation of the community in which they live in.

WHO ARE CHANGE AGENTS?
Jacintha attends our after-school programme at Hallegudahahalli Hub in Bangalore. She is also a part of our change agents group and is always the first in exhibiting her leadership skills. At our change agents meetings, children are encouraged to discuss the current issues in their community, educated on life skills and given awareness on trafficking, personal safety etc.

Jacintha not only loves the discussions but enjoys sharing her knowledge with others! She says, "It is important to share our knowledge and skills with others. I love speaking to my friends about things I learn every day. Since school is closed right now, I am bored at home. I cannot wait to meet my friends again and learn new things!"
Youth Clubs are fun groups where children can come together and enjoy their time playing games. However, all activities are done with the primary goal of instilling life skills, values and discipline. They also spend their time learning about anti-human trafficking and other issues in the society, making them socially conscious individuals.

Over the years we have specialised in anti-human trafficking through rescue, rehabilitation and after-care. Creating awareness on the same is the primary focus in all of our programmes across India. Similarly in the youth club, by engaging children in various activities throughout the week, we are able to bring them together and create awareness on trafficking and various other issues prevalent in India today.
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Watch how our youth club is helping children in our communities become change agents!
Vaishnavi, 13, joined our football club in Nalasopara, Mumbai. She was unaware of what or how to play football. At Oasis, she learnt the game by attending daily practice sessions, life skill sessions and instantly fell in love with the game. In our football practice sessions, life skills are given equal importance, in turn creating compassionate and disciplined students. Vaishnavi says, “At my football classes, I learnt the value of time, how to respect and love everyone, working in a team and taking responsibilities.”

An important factor that helps in creating change agents is instilling these practices in the students, in everything that they do. Football serves as an effective tool for imparting values like helping, sharing and teamwork every day. Vaishnavi has learnt to take responsibility of her junior football peers and makes sure they take their daily nutrition. Small practices like these create a lasting impact in the child to become conscious of their transformation and in the transformation of those around them.
This monthly-giving opportunity helps us in helping children becoming empowered change agents of tomorrow. Revert back to us if you would like to be a part of our 500 club!

Give Today